CSI Standard Model

Expand your downstream converting capability with a CSI Separator. We offer standard sizes from 10” to 100” in width. This machine features many common components used on CSI bag machines, winders/unwinders and auxiliary equipment.

Features & Specifications

**Standard Features:**
- Corrugating wheel drive systems contained within the enclosures - belt driven
- Main drive system - belt driven
- AC sensor-less vector drives
- Single hand-wheel stacking table height adjustment
- Static bars (2) and power supply included
- Nema 12 rated electrical cabinet (keeps electronics separate from mechanicals and pneumatics)
- Phenolic casters
- Individually adjustable air regulators at each nip cylinder
- 24 month or manufacturer's warranty on components.

**Specifications:**
- Speed: 270FPM
- Length limits: 8” (smallest bag)
- Power: 240 or 480Vac 3Ph

**Options:**
- Independent front and rear nip pneumatic controls
- Panel mounted, centralized air regulators
- Table extension
- Air delivery bar
- On board bag counter

**Footprint:**
- Layflats: 50 to 100” (increments of 10”)
- Overhang/Cabinets: 36”
- Depth: 49”
- Height: 43”

Search www.CSI-Parts.com to find pricing and place an order

Questions? Call 847.519.0232